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We Must Neglect Superstitions

There are different types of beliefs among human beings and unfortunately all of them are not based on logic or scientific thinking. There are many beliefs among human beings that seem absurd to the logical mind and sometimes it seems very weird how those thoughts have penetrated within human societies and within their thinking. Nevertheless, they exist and are a reality. There is no great shortage of analytical way of thinking in ordinary life. Most of the Afghan people do not believe in challenge. They are based on beliefs, which are passed down from their ancestors. They believe on them blindly and even suggest that superstitions are the only fulfilling way. In Afghan society, there are many beliefs among human beings that seem absurd to the logical mind and sometimes it seems very weird how those thoughts have penetrated within human societies and within their thinking. Nevertheless, they exist and are a reality. There is no great shortage of analytical way of thinking in ordinary life. Most of the Afghan people do not believe in challenge. They are based on beliefs, which are passed down from their ancestors. They believe on them blindly and even suggest that superstitions are the only fulfilling way.
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